
What Is A Political Party?

 A group of office holders, candidates, activists, 

and voters who identify with a group label and 

seek to elect to public office individuals who 

run under that label with the goal of controlling 

government.



Evolution of American Party 
Democracy

 Federalists and Anti-Federalists

 Hamilton and Jefferson

 Jefferson’s group, Democratic Republicans, later 
Democrats, preferred a federal system with more 
powerful states.

 Hamilton’s group Federalists, preferred strong 
central government.

 No broad-based party organizations existed on 
either side to mobilize popular support.

 Congressional factions primarily governmental 
party factions





American 
Party 

History at 
a Glance



The Early Parties Fade

 Federalists faded.

 James Monroe’s presidency

 Era of Good Feelings

 1817-1825

 Party politics suspended at national level

 Expansion of democracy

 States moved to choose electors through popular 
elections.

 Party membership broadened. 

 National conventions

 Emergence of Jacksonian Democrats and opposition 
party of the Whigs (related to Federalists)



The Early Parties Fade

 Slavery split the Whig support across 
sectional lines.

 Replaced by the Republican Party

 John C. Fremont lost in 1856.

 Lincoln won in 1860; fragmented vote.

 South went solidly for Democrats.

 North went for Republicans.
 Not a single southern state voted for a 

Republican president until 1920



The Modern Era Versus The 
Golden Age: Is the Party Over?

 Social, political, technological, and 
governmental changes have contributed 
to party decline since the 1920s.

 Government assumed functions of 
party
 Printing ballots, conducting elections, providing 

social welfare services.

 1930s social services seen as right not privilege 
extended in exchange for support.

 Flow of immigrants slowed dramatically. 



Political and Social Changes

 Direct primary

 Civil service laws

 Issue-oriented politics

 Post-WWII era: rise in education associated with rise to 
focus on  politics in context of specific issues 
 Civil rights, tax-cutting, environmentalism rather than party labels

 Issue politics leads to more ticket-splitting.

 Shift from urban to suburban locales

 Privacy and detachment (hurt party organizers)

 Television

 Emphasizes personalities rather than abstracts like party 
label





The Functions of American 
Parties

 Mobilizing support and gathering power

 Force for stability and moderation

 Unity, linkage, and accountability

 Electioneering

 Voting and issue cue

 Policy formation and promotion

 National party platform





Basic Structure of American 
Political Parties

 National Committees
 DNC and RNC

 Focus on aiding presidential campaigns and conducting general 
party-building activities

 Led by chairperson of the national committee
 Prime spokesperson for party between elections

 National Conventions

 National Congressional Committees
 Work primarily to maximize the number of seats held by their 

respective parties in Congress

 States and Localities
 State central committees

 Precinct, ward, cities, counties, towns, villages and 
congressional districts

 Informal Groups



The Party in Government

 Congressional Party

 Parties select party leaders and make committee 

appointments.

 Organize and operate Congress

 Web of deputy and assistant whips

 Majority party generally holds more power.

 Party discipline

 Hurt by individualistic nature of U.S. politics

 But party voting has increased since the 1970s



Congressional Party Unity 
Scores, 1959-2003



The Presidential Party

 Party of the president 
 Captures the public imagination

 Shapes the electorate’s opinion of the two parties

 Perceptions of the incumbent president and the 
presidential determine how citizen’s perceive the 
parties

 Some presidents more party-oriented

 George W. Bush considered pro-party

 Eisenhower “non-partisan” president — hurt his party



Parties and the Judiciary

 Viewed as “above-politics” and 

nonpartisan

 Judges are products of their party 

identification.

 Presidents choose judicial candidates 

from the ranks of their party.

 Many have had long careers as loyal 

party workers or legislators.



The Parties and State 
Governments

 The major national parties are the dominant political 
forces in all 50 states.
 Third parties have emerged but all have faded.

 Parties and Governors
 Usually have more influence on party organizations and 

legislators

 More patronage positions

 Line-item veto

 Parties and State Legislators
 Nearly split evenly between the two parties

 Parties have greater legislative influence at the state level than 
at the national level.

 Party leaders have more authority and power.

 State legislators depend on state and local parties for election 
assistance more than members of Congress.



The Modern Transformation of 
Party Organization

 Modern technological and communication 
strategies have replaced labor-intensive, 
person-to-person operations of early parties.

 Republicans tend to do better in fund-raising 
and campaign service.
 Reach donors and get information by a variety of 

methods
 Mail solicitation

 Interactive “Main Street” site

 Public opinion surveys

 Democrats rallying in response



Political Party Finances, 1978-2004



Party in the Electorate

 Party Identification:

 A citizen’s personal affinity for a political party.

 Usually expressed by his or her tendency to vote 
for the candidates of that party.

 Sources
 Parents

 Marriage and other aspects of adult life can change 
one’s party loyalty.

 Charismatic political personalities, cataclysmic events, 
and maybe intense social issues

 Social class is NOT an especially strong indicator of 
partisan choice.



Party Identification, 1940-2014



Declining Loyalty?

 Rise of independents

 Rise from 19 percent in 1958 to height of 38 
percent in 2014

 Current surveys show number declining but only 
slightly—figures at or above 30 percent.

 Many of these are “leaning” independents.
 Tend to vote very much like real partisans

 But generally reluctant to reveal their leanings

 May indicate that party labels are viewed as an 
offense to their individualism
 Growth of issue-oriented politics

 Personality politics

 Party splits



Group Affiliations

 Geographic Region

 South still has Democratic 

Party affinity at local election 

level.

 Gender

 Gender gap

 Race and Ethnicity

 African Americans

 Hispanics

 Age

 Young people once again 

becoming more Democratic

 Social and Economic Factors
 Republicans have higher SES 

(occupation, income, and 
education) supporters.

 Religion
 Protestants favor Republicans; 

Catholics and Jews are 
predominantly Democratic.

 Marital Status
 Married people lean more 

towards Republicans.

 Ideology
 Few surprises





Third-Partyism

 The tendency of third parties to arise with some 
regularity in a nominally two-party system

 2000 election

 Green Party nominee Ralph Nader
 Cost Al Gore the election in 2000

 Won just 2.86 million voters (2.72 % nationwide)

 Third parties make electoral progress in direct 
proportion to the failure of the two major parties. 

 To incorporate new ideas

 To incorporate alienated groups

 To nominate attractive standard-bearers



Why Third Parties Tend to 
Remain Minor

 Electoral system

 Single-member, plurality elections v. proportional 
representation
 A voting system that apportions legislative seats according to the 

percentage of the vote won by a particular political party

 State laws

 Democrats and Republicans in state legislatures 
protect their interests

 Public funding rules

 News media tendencies

 Voter behavior

 Can’t win syndrome 



The Difference Between Parties 
and Interest Groups

• Parties influence policy by competing 

for control over governing institutions

• Interest groups attempt to influence

policy rather than seek responsibility

for the management of govt.

• Interest groups organize to compete 

for scarce resources



James Madison’s Warning

• Federalist #10: the 

dangers factions

present to a 

democratic society

• Madison participated

in the creation of the 

Democratic-

Republican Party

James Madison (1751-1836).

Picture courtesy Encarta.

‘Faction was a old fashioned

word for parties and interests.



What Interest Groups Do

 Interest groups engage in a variety of 

activities

 However, the most important is lobbying

 Attempting to influence legislation & 

persuade political actors to support a 

group’s policy preferences

 Lobbying occurs at all levels of American 

govt.



Lobbying Congress

 Members attract a great deal of lobbying 

attention

 Include, Information, congressional 

testimony, campaign contributions, trips, 

& speaking fees

 Many of the most effective lobbyists are 

former members of Congress

Lobbying firms will pay millions of dollars to former lawmakers to lobby their

former colleagues.



Attempts to Reform 
Congressional Lobbying

 Federal Registration of Lobbying Act 
(1946)

 Required anyone hired to lobby a 
member of Congress to register and file 
quarterly reports

 The law was largely ignored, and civil 
liberties groups advocated strengthening 
the law

Are members of Congress available to the highest bidder?



The Lobbying Disclosure Act 
(1995)

 Created new rules that employ a more strict 
definition of what constitutes a lobbyist

 Require lobbyists to:

1. Register w/ the clerk of the House or 
Senate

2. Report their clients and issues and the 
agency or house they lobbied

3. Estimate the amount they are paid by 
each client

While the law has made it easier to monitor lobbying, it hasn’t stopped the flow 

of money, and in 2003 the GOP weakened some of the lobbying rules.



Lobbying the Executive Branch 
& Executive Agencies

 Groups often target the executive branch 

b/c there are many points of access

 Most presidents have staff positions that

work with especially important 

constituents

 The ‘especially strong link’ between 

interest groups and regulatory agencies



Lobbying the Courts

Particular interest groups heavily 

lobby the federal courts

 72% of Washington-based groups 

participated in litigation as a 

lobbying tool

Groups regularly submit amicus 

curaie briefs on highly controversial 

cases



Grassroots Lobbying

Spontaneous ‘bottom up’ efforts to 

influence the policy process

Many organizations employ ‘contact 

your congressperson’ campaigns to 

publicize a particular cause

Grassroots campaigns are much 

more sophisticated and successful



‘Astroturfing’

Public relations firms are hired to 
simulate spontaneous citizen ‘write-
in’ campaigns

The firm drafts versions of a letter, 
and then solicit (or sometimes pay) 
ordinary citizens to sign the letter 
and mail it to their congressperson

The rise of Internet campaigns



The Role of Money

• Money is essential
to interest group 
activity

• The rise of ‘check-
book’ advocacy

• The reliance of 
interests on 
membership 
contributions, 
dues, etc.



The Rise of the Interest Group 
State

 Interest groups have always been a part

of American democracy

 Farmer’s granges, abolitionists, and 

prohibitionist are examples of early 

interest groups

 The 1960’s and 1970’s witnessed an 

explosion of interest group activity



The Free Rider Problem

• Interest groups generally seek collective 
goods (e.g. money, tax incentives, a 
better environment, etc.) 

• The ‘rationality trap’

• Best-case scenario: members fail to
join or contribute to the group but 
nonetheless benefit from the group’s 
activities

Interest groups overcome the free rider problem by offering propsective

members incentives to join.



Involvement in Campaigns, Elections, 
and the Political Process

 Interest groups get

involved in election 

campaigns at a 

variety of levels



Rating Candidates

 Liberal and 

conservative groups 

evaluate voting 

records of members 

 Gives members cues

as to how to vote



Endorsements

 Many groups with significant 
memberships or monetary resources 
endorse a party or candidate

 The problem of tax-exempt status of 
many groups (e.g. Christian Coalition & 
Emily’s List)

 The danger of endorsements (labeled as 
a ‘tool of special interests’)



Creating Political Parties

 Interest groups 
occasionally form 
parties to highlight
certain issues

 Ross Perot formed
United We Stand to 
highlight his concern 
over the federal 
deficit

Ross Perot (1930-). 



Financial Support

 The role of money in electoral politics

 The Federal Election Campaign Act (1971) & 

the rise of political action committees (PACs)

 The importance of PAC money for many 

congressional incumbents

 McCain-Feingold is supposed to limit ‘soft 

money’ but appears unlikely to end the 

influence of money in politics



Special Interests

• Aggressive 
marketing of credit 
cards to college-
age students

• The rising problem 
of bankruptcy in 
America & calls 
for reform

Picture courtesy www.mastercard.com. 

http://www.mastercard.com/


Special Interests

• The power of the credit card companies 
in lobbying Congress for bankruptcy 
reform

• The National Consumer Bankruptcy 
Coalition contributed more than $4.5 
million to political parties and candidates

• Hoping for a law making it harder for 
individuals to declare bankruptcy to avoid
credit card debt



Other Interest Groups



Public Interest Groups

 Organizations that 
seek a collective 
good

 Ralph Nader is an 
important organizer
of public interest 
groups

 Author of Unsafe at 
Any Speed (1965)

Ralph Nader (1934-). Picture courtesy

Encarta.



 Founded to monitor product safety and 

government regulation

 Among Public Citizen’s current 

campaigns include SUV efficiency, 

campaign finance reform, & Bush’s 

energy policies



Religious and Conservative 
Groups

 Formed in reaction to 
the success of civil 
rights & feminist 
groups 

 One of the first was 
Jerry Falwell’s ‘Moral 
Majority’ (1978)

 Credited with helping
Reagan’s 1980 
presidential victory

Jerry Falwell (1933-). Picture courtesy

www.otgh.org. 

http://www.otgh.org/


Religious & Conservative 
Groups

 Host of the 700 Club

& founder of CBN 

network

 Son of a VA Senator 

& presidential 

candidate

 Founded the 

Christian Coalition
Pat Robertson (1930-). Picture 

courtesy www.patrobertson.com. 
Many Christian groups distribute voter

guides encouraging parishioners to vote

for the GOP.

http://www.patrobertson.com/


Conservative Groups

 National Rifle 
Association’s 
opposition to gun 
control legislation

 Contributed $1.6 
million to George W. 
Bush’s 2000 
presidential 
campaign

NRA’s Institute for Legislative Action

logo. Picture courtesy www.nra.org. 

http://www.nra.org/


Business Groups & Trade & 
Professional Associations

 Business & 
corporate interests 
engage in intensive 
lobbying campaigns

 Example are the 
Business Roundtable 
& the Club for 
Growth

Picture courtesy 

www.clubforgrowth.org.  The Business Roundtable attempts to

‘tell business’s side of the story to policy

makers 

The Club for Growth is self-described

as ‘the supply-side club w/ clout!’

http://www.clubforgrowth.org/


Business Groups cont.

 The influence of corporate money on 

political campaigns

 In 2000, the 1,000 biggest companies 

gave $187 million to candidates for 

president & other federal offices

 Lobbyists w/ clout: Wendy Gramm & 

Linda Daschle



Organized Labor

 The importance of the Wagner Act in 

legalizing labor unions

 1930-1960: the ‘golden age’ of labor

 The AFL-CIO merger in 1955 & its 

attempts to influence policies at the 

national level



The Decline of Organized 
Labor

 The decline of union membership (Taft-

Hartley Act & the rise of ‘right to work’ 

laws at the state level)

 The transition from a manufacturing to a 

professional economy

 The loss of ‘union’ jobs in the U.S. 

economy



Organized Labor cont.

 Labor has attempted 
to recapture its lost 
influence 

 Spent $60 million in 
the 2000 elections 
(98% went to 
Democrats)

 Expanded get-out-
the-vote drives

Poster by Ilia Javoronkov, courtesy

www.aflcio.org. 

http://www.aflcio.org/


Protest Activities

 Most groups lack the kind of committed 
membership to engage in protest 
activities

 Groups at both extremes of the 
ideological spectrum engage in protest

 Most Americans are not protesters, and 
often view protest as extreme & 
illegitimate


